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A new track inspection car based on a laser camera system
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We develop and build a new type of inspection car. A beam that is not rigidly connected to the train axle
boxes and can absorb the vibration and impact caused by the high speed train is used, and a laser-camera
measurement system based on the machine vision method is adopted. This method projects structural light
onto the track and measures gauge and longitudinal irregularity. The measurement principle and model
are discussed. Through numerous practical experiments, the rebuilt car is found to considerably eliminate
the measurement errors caused by vibration and impact, thereby increasing measurement stability under
high speeds. This new kind of inspection cars have been used in several Chinese administration bureaus.
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Rail track geometric parameters, such as gage, level,
twist, longitudinal irregularity, and alignment irregular-
ity, etc., have much influence on the operation safety of
trains[1−6]. With the development of Chinese railroads,
train speed has rapidly improved, causing exceedingly
serious track abrasions. Thus, developing a precise,
efficient, and economical track geometric parameter
measurement system has become a serious concern. The
hanging beam is currently used in the China GJ-4 type
track inspection car, and a similar measurement system
has been adopted in Italy as well[7]. The entire hang-
ing beam is installed on the longitudinal beam, which
is rigidly connected to the train axle boxes. The dis-
placement meters are installed inside the hanging beam
to measure gauge, longitudinal irregularity, and align-
ment irregularity. In this measurement system, shock
absorption mechanisms cannot be installed because of
its measurement principle. In other words, the hanging
beam and train axle boxes must be rigid as a whole.
However, with the rapid development of high speed rail-
ways in China, track inspection car speeds have also
rapidly increased, causing stronger impact and vibration
to the hanging beam. This, in turn, significantly de-
creases measurement accuracy. With increasing speeds,
the hanging beam can even break. This type of track
inspection car cannot work properly at train speeds of
up to 120 km/h[8,9]. Now, machine vision technology
is more frequently applied in the measurement field,
and has also been widely used in track inspection cars
abroad[10−14]. For example, this technology is used in
the Korean Train Express rail inspection measurement
system[15]. However, determining technical details in this
technology is difficult. Hence, developing a new track
inspection car that will satisfy the specific requirements
and accommodate rapid developments in Chinese high
speed railways is essential.

The layout of the proposed new system is shown in
Fig. 1. A mechanism for absorbing vibration and im-
pact is adopted, and a new system using machine vision
(Fig. 2) and the inertia system for measuring the track
geometric parameters are used. As shown in Fig. 2,

when structural light is projected onto the track by the
laser, the images of the rail profile can be captured by
the charge-coupled device (CCD) camera, and the dis-
placement between the vertex of the rail and the CCD
camera can be measured in real time through fast image
processing.

The model for measuring track geometric parameters
is shown in Fig. 3. G, generally having a value of 1500
mm, is the standard distance between the midpoint of
the left and right tracks. L, which is a constant value, is
the distance between the left and right cameras.

Fig. 1. Layout of the beam with laser-camera.

Fig. 2. Basic track gauge measurement principle by machine
vision.
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gR is the distance between the track and the right cam-
era, gL is the distance between the track and the left
camera, PR is the vertical distance between the vertex
of the right track and the beam, and PL is the verti-
cal distance between the vertex of the left track and the
beam. These four parameters can be measured by the
laser camera system. ay is the lateral acceleration of the
midpoint on the beam, zR and zL are the Z coordinates
of the vertex of the left and right tracks, respectively; zcr

and zcl are the Z coordinates of the car floor above the
left and right track top surfaces, respectively; and yR and
yL are the Y coordinates of the gauge points of the left
and right tracks, respectively. These parameters are the
values of alignment irregularity to be measured. yb is the
Y coordinate of the middle point of the beam, and zb is
the Z coordinate of the middle point of the beam. The
following equations can be obtained from Fig. 3:

g = gR + gL + L, (1)
gL = yb − yL − L/2, (2)
gR = yR − yb − L/2, (3)

where yb can be measured indirectly by the inertia sensor
through the following procedures.

The height difference of the left and right tracks can

be expressed as Θt

Θt ≡ zR − zL
G

. (4)

The inclination angle of the car body can be express as

Θc ≡ zcr − zcl
G

. (5)

From the geometric relationship shown in Fig. 3, we ob-
tain

PL = zL − zb + 1/2G Θb, (6)

PR = zR − zb − 1/2G Θb, (7)

where Θb is the inclination angle of the beam. From Eqs.
(4) and (5), we have

Θt = Θc − dcl − dcr

G
. (8)

Similarly, from Eqs. (6) and (7), we obtain

Θb = Θt +
PL − PR

G
, (9)

Fig. 3. Measurement principle of longitudinal irregularity.

Fig. 4. Image sampling diagram.
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Table 1. Comparison between Car-Measured and Hand-Measured Values

Sequence
Position

Geometric Value Measured by Value Measured by
Difference (mm)

Number Irregularity the Car (mm) Hand (mm)

1 694 km+848 m Gauge 8.3 8 0.3

2 693 km+955 m Gauge 6 5 1

3 693 km+956 m Left AI 7 6 1

4 522 km+011 m Right AI 12 11 1

5 1236 km+410 m Left LI −16 −15 −1

6 1115 km+652 m Right LI −22 −21 −1

7 1115 km+628 m Right LI −16 −17 1

8 369 km+680 m Right LI −6 −5 −1

9 369 km+633 m Gauge −5 −4 −1

10 369 km+462 m Left LI 6 5 1

AI: alignment irregularity; LI: longitudinal irregularity

Fig. 5. Laser-camera system.

where the inclination Θc of the car body can be measured
by the inertia sensor, the Θt and Θb can be obtained from
Eqs. (8) and (9), and yb can be obtained by

d2yb

dt2
= ay + g sinΘb − ht

d2Θb

dt2
, (10)

where ht is the height of the sensitive axis of the lateral
accelerometer above the gauge plane of the rail. The first
item on the right side of Eq. (10) is the lateral acceler-
ation of the beam; the second item is the component of
the gravity force; and the third item is the acceleration at
which the beam rotates along with its center axis. These

three items can be measured by the sensors.
The longitudinal irregularity can be measured in a sim-

ilar manner. As shown in Fig. 4, the entire laser-camera
system mainly consists of two laser light sources, eight
CCD cameras, and video processing sub-systems that in-
clude the frame grabber and field-programmable gate ar-
ray (FPGA). The frame grabber, FPGA image measure-
ment card, and computer are installed on the 19-inch cab-
inet on the car. The image of this laser-camera system is
shown in Fig. 5. The laser with a wavelength of 808 nm
was used and the laser power is 2 W; the CS8620HI cam-
era from Toshiba was adopted. The camera had a pixel
number of 768 (H) × 494 (V) (pixels); the measurement
range for the camera was 300 (H) × 200 (V) (mm); and
the resolution was about 0.4 mm.

To enhance the sampling rate, the eight cameras and
frame grabbers were used and divided into two groups,
which were used to simultaneously measure the left and
right rails. The image processing speed of each frame
grabber is 60 frames/s. The sampling time delay be-
tween neighboring CCD cameras is 0.25 s. In this way,
the sampling rate can be enhanced to 240 frames/s.

The work flow of the laser-camera subsystem is shown
in Fig. 6. The measured track is illuminated by the struc-
tural light from the laser, then the cross-section contour
of the track is obtained, and the corresponding geometric
parameters are measured through image measurement.

Fig. 6. Image processing flowchart.
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Fig. 7. Repetitive measurement results. L surf.: left rails surface irregularity; R surf.: right rails surface irregularity; L align.:
left rail align irregularity; R align.: right rail align irregularity; ALD: automatic location detection.

To verify the performance of this new track inspec-
tion car, we carried out several outfield experiments on
different sites on the Longhai Line. Table 1 shows the
track geometric parameter comparison results. From this
table, we can see that the maximum difference between
the measured value yielded by our system and that gen-
erated by hand is 1 mm.

Some repetitive experimental results conducted using
a train speed of 160 km/h are shown in Fig. 7, which
illustrates that the measurement accuracy of gauge and
alignment irregularity is 0.4 and 0.8 mm, respectively.
Compared with the old track inspection car, the new in-
spection car exhibits good repeatability.

In conclusion, a new GJ-4G track inspection car is de-
veloped and a laser-camera sub-system is adopted to re-
place the hanging beam of the old track inspection car—
an approach that can eliminate the measurement errors
caused by vibration and impact, thereby improving mea-
surement stability. Currently, six GJ-4G inspection cars
are being used in six different railway administration bu-
reaus and provide safety for the operation of Chinese rail-
ways.

This work was supported by the National “863” Pro-
gram of China under Grant No. 2009AA11Z102-1.
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